What

Climate and Clean Energy Thought Leaders
are saying about Climate Solutions

Climate Solutions gets things done–
its important words are backed up
by powerful deeds that are making
a big difference in the fight for a
workable planet!

Bill McKibben
President and Co-Founder
350.org

Climate Solutions is shining a light
on a better way forward: a clean
energy future with broadly-shared
prosperity, free from the ravages
of fossil fuel dependence. And the
brighter they shine that light, the
closer it gets.

Van Jones
Co-Founder
Rebuild the Dream

Climate Solutions is practical and
results driven. They represent
a beautiful mix between what’s
happening in the real world,
outside the beltway, and the
translation that needs to occur to
affect policymakers.

Lisa Jackson
Former EPA Administrator

Of all the grassroots groups working
on climate, none has been as effective
or farsighted as Climate Solutions.

Ross Gelspan
Author
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist

Sustainability and the green
economy are all about jobs and
innovation. Climate Solutions is very
effective at bringing business leadership to bear on these issues.

Dave Chen
Principal
Equilibrium Capital

Climate Solutions is an absolute
partner–with the Chamber of
Commerce, with labor, with
government–in developing a
regional vision that works to
define what sustainable prosperity
really looks like.

Maud Daudon
President and CEO
Seattle Chamber of Commerce

It is accurate but insufficient to call
Climate Solutions the best climate
organization in the region–it
just might be the finest regional
climate group in the world.

Denis Hayes
President
Bullitt Foundation

15 Years

When I’m meeting with the
scientists, I’m very optimistic.
Then I look at the needed political
elements–like pricing carbon and
more research and development
funding–and that part has gotten
messy, even disturbing, in terms of
“do facts matter.” But you’ve got to
persevere. We’re talking about the
same political system that’s worked
Bill Gates
very well over the long term. We
Co-Chair, Bill and Melinda
can get what we need, but only
Gates Foundation
because the people engaged on
Chairman
the issue–like the people here at
Microsoft Corporation
this [Climate Solutions] breakfast–
are keeping that message clearly in
front of all the politicians.

